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One of the biggest threats to the environment is global warming, a major aspect of 
climate change. Methane (CH4) emission from ruminants is thought to contribute 
considerably to this phenomenon, drawing strategies for mitigation of CH4 production 
from ruminants into research focus besides the well-known fact that CH4 emissions 
imply an energy loss for the animals.  
Ruminants possess a large forestomach compartment essential for their digestion. This 
compartment, called the reticulorumen, harbors a complex ecosystem of microbes, 
which are responsible for the breakdown of plant material into nutrients that are usable 
by the animal. A major product of these fermentation processes are short-chain fatty 
acids (SCFA), an important energy source for the host. The three most abundant SCFA 
are acetate, propionate and butyrate. Whereas the production of acetate is 
accompanied by the release of hydrogen, the formation of propionate is a hydrogen 
consuming process (MOSS et al. 2000). Most of methanogenic archaea, a prokaryotic 
subgroup of the rumen microbiota, utilize the released hydrogen for the reduction of 
CO2 and for their own energy generation, thereby producing methane. Thus, the actual 
SCFA pattern, especially the (acetate + butyrate) / propionate ratio in the rumen, is 
directly related to ruminal CH4 production (AGUINAGA CASAÑAS et al. 2015, MOHAMMED 
et al. 2011).  
The metabolic status of the animal determines the relative utilization of different SCFA 
by various organs of the host. For example, during the negative energy balance in 
early lactation, dairy cows intensively catabolize their body fat resulting in increased 
circulating concentrations of non-esterified fatty acids (NEFA) (SCHÄFF et al. 2013). 
Apart from addressing the glucose shortage, the mobilized body fat is used as an 
alternative to SCFA by the mammary gland for milk fat synthesis. An altered utilization 
of SCFA, especially a diminished use of acetate or increased use of propionate, could 
therefore affect the fermentation pattern in the rumen and reduce CH4 production. 
Different CH4 production levels of dairy cows can be directly attributed to the rumen 
microbial community. Depending on the amount, the feeding regime and the 
composition of feed, microbial species with distinct metabolic profiles can thrive, 
resulting in variable patterns of SCFA (BELANCHE et al. 2012) and, consequently yielding 





diet different levels of CH4 emission and CH4 yield, i.e. methane normalized to dry 
matter feed intake (CH4/DMI), were shown (KITTELMANN et al. 2014, SHI et al. 2014). 
The reasons for different CH4 yields originate directly from the activity and abundance 
of specific microbes in the rumen which in turn are influenced by host-individual 
factors. For example, the genetic background of the host was shown to influence the 
rumen microbiome and CH4 yield in various ruminant species (GOOPY et al. 2014, 
KITTELMANN et al. 2014, ROEHE et al. 2016).  
Furthermore, rumen physiology plays an important role in CH4 emission. Increased 
retention time of feed in the reticulorumen allows a longer contact time for microbes 
with substrate, resulting in higher CH4 production (ELLIS et al. 2008, MOSS et al. 2000, 
SHI et al. 2014). DIAS et al. (2011) have shown that rumination behavior and the 
number of chews per bolus can also influence passage kinetics. 
In order to investigate the effects of longevity and metabolic status on the variation in 
CH4 yield between cows it is necessary to measure CH4 emissions repeatedly 
throughout the lactation cycle in order to distinguish between high and low emitters. 
Therefore, this study aimed to investigate the relationship between CH4 emission and 
the hosts’ metabolism with special emphasis on mean retention time and rumen SCFA. 
In addition, differences in microbial communities in dairy cows with different CH4 
emission levels fed the same feed and kept under the same housing conditions were 
investigated. To this end, repeated measurements on the same cows were carried out.  
 
2 BACKGROUND 
2.1 Greenhouse Gases  
Earth’s atmosphere contains molecules that have the ability to absorb and emit 
radiation within the thermal infrared range which leads to decreased loss of heat in the 
surface-troposphere system, the so called “Greenhouse effect” (PLANTON 2013). This is 
foremost a natural phenomenon that keeps the earth’s surface temperature at about 
+14°C in average and enables life on our planet. Increased atmospheric concentrations 
of greenhouse gases (GHG) trap heat in the atmosphere and lead to an increased 
infrared opacity; this increased greenhouse effect will have consequences for the global 





vapor (H2O), carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrous oxide (N2O), methane (CH4) and ozone 
(O3). Halocarbons and other chlorine and bromine containing substances are 
anthropogenic and also function as greenhouse gases. The Kyoto Protocol names six 
GHG that need to be tackled to mitigate climate warming: CO2, N2O, CH4, sulphur 
hexafluoride (SF6), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) and perfluorocarbons (PFCs) (PLANTON 
2013). 
CH4 is the simplest alkane, an odorless and colorless gas. It can be found in large 
quantities below the earth’s surface as the main component of natural gas, in form of 
methane hydrate in deep sea, but also in the atmosphere in varying concentrations. 
In 2016 the global CH4 concentration amounted to an average of 1842.99 parts per 
billion (ppb) (DLUGOKENCKY 2017).  
About 58% of the globally emitted CH4 is of anthropogenic origin, but also wetlands 
(30%), oceans, lakes and rivers (7%) as well as termites and other arthropods, 
wildlife, wildfires and permafrost (5%) contribute to methane emission (KNAPP et al. 
2014). CH4 emissions are especially dangerous for the climate, because it’s global 
warming potential is 28 times greater than CO2 for a horizon of 100 years, and 84 
times greater for a horizon of 20 years as stated in the 5th assessment report of the 
intergovernmental panel on climate change (IPCC), and therefore even small amounts 
contribute considerably to global warming (MYHRE et al. 2013). The reaction of methane 
with hydroxyl radicals (HO•) in the troposphere functions as the main sink for CH4 
(MOSS et al. 2000). The livestock sector accounts for 37% of anthropogenic CH4 
emissions (STEINFELD et al. 2006), meaning that the ruminant livestock sector alone is 
responsible for 87 – 94 million tonnes (1012 g) of CH4 per year (CIAIS et al. 2013). 
According to FAO (2010), the global contribution of the dairy sector to anthropogenic 
GHG emission amounts to 4%. 
 
2.2 Dairy cows and their importance to food production 
Ruminant livestock is kept in most continents of the world. Depending on the 
environmental conditions however, breeds, husbandry and purpose of the animals 
differ. The great advantage of ruminant livestock is their ability to digest and utilize 
plant materials and low-quality forages as well as waste products from the food 





The digestive characteristics enabling this possibility of nutrition are due to the unique 
anatomy and physiology of the gastrointestinal tract as discussed in section 2.3.1, 
leading to the naming of this group of animals. The digestive and fermentative 
processes that take place in the rumen are of essential importance for the energetic 
and metabolic requirements of the host organism. 
The present work focuses on dairy cows, a subgroup of livestock ruminants. They are 
kept for milk production purposes, therefore regular calvings are required and 
longevity is desired. Evaluations of their methane emissions, especially with regard to 
emissions per unit of product, have to consider the different periods of productivity or 
non-productivity, respectively, as well as the diet changes these animals undergo 
throughout their live spans. Rearing of calves until their first lactation has to be 
considered separately and related to the productive periods of the animal. Also, the 
dry cow periods have to be considered differently than lactating cows. Dairy cows in 
late gestation and shortly after calving are usually in a state of negative energy balance 
(NEB), which is caused by the energy demand for the growing fetus and the onset of 
lactation on top of the normal maintenance requirements exceeding dietary energy 
intake (PARK et al. 2011). The NEB is intensified by the fact that dairy cows decrease 
their dry matter intake (DMI) in the last days of pregnancy until parturition and only 
slowly adapt to the increased need of energy and nutrients after calving. Within normal 
ranges of energy requirement and adjusted diets dairy cows, like many other 
mammals, can compensate the increased energy demand with the mobilization of body 
reserves (INGVARTSEN & ANDERSEN 2000).  
Another aspect to consider is the fact that dairy cows are subjected to many dietary 
changes during their life span: during weaning from milk to solid feeds, to a diet for 
growing calves and heifers, to lactation diets adapted to the reproductive status as 
well as transition rations; sometimes cattle are also allowed to graze. Depending on 
the feeding regimen applied on a farm, the deployed concentrate levels also vary with 
production system, they relate to milk yield and they are adapted over the course of 
lactation. Those changes in diet composition greatly influence ruminal fermentation 
and the ruminal ecosystem (CERSOSIMO et al. 2016, WANG et al. 2012). 
Ruminal fermentation leads to production and emission of CH4, which cannot be utilized 
any further by the host animal, hence the energy of 0,036 MJ/l CH4 is lost and GHG 





walk the line between decreasing energy loss and GHG emissions on the one hand and 
ensuring productive ruminal fermentation on the other hand. Feed efficiency of dairy 
cows is a measure to calculate milk production efficiency, and many definitions exist 
for this parameter. The most common ones are gross feed efficiency (GFE), which 
relates the energy corrected milk yield to DMI, and residual feed intake (RFI), which 
is the difference between individual feed consumption relative to feed consumption of 
other animals on the same feed at the same production level (JEWELL et al. 2015). 
Intensifying livestock production was shown to decrease CH4 emission per unit of 
product, because increasing the product per cow dilutes CH4 formed during 
fermentation of feed for maintenance (VAN MIDDELAAR et al. 2014). This means higher 
milk yields, greater longevity and better feed efficiency have favorable effects on 
emission levels of livestock systems (WALL et al. 2010). The assessment of a dairy 
production system has to consider all animals including those during the rearing period 
and dry cows, as well as their manure and other waste, their feed and other resources. 
Nevertheless, digestive processes in the rumen still render the lion’s share of CH4 
emission from ruminant livestock. 
 
2.3 Rumen functions 
2.3.1 Anatomy and Physiology  
The rumen is one of three proventriculi of domesticated ruminants and the largest 
compartment of their digestive tract. SALOMON (2015) describes it as a very voluminous 
chamber, stretching from the 8th rib to the pelvic area of the left side of the animal. 
Thereby this organ takes up more than half of the abdominal cavity in adult animals 
and is composed of several muscular sacs lined with stratified squamous epithelium 
forming finger-like papillae to increase the absorptive surface.  
It is separated with muscle pillars corresponding to grooves on the outside into dorsal 
and ventral sac and two caudal blind sacs. The reticulum, another chamber of the 
forestomachs in ruminants located just cranially of the rumen, is also separated from 
the rumen with a muscular fold. The reticulum needs to be considered as a functional 
unit together with the rumen, referred to as reticulorumen. In adult Holstein cattle the 





The esophagus inlet is located just dorsally between reticulum and rumen, and 15-
20 cm ventrally of the esophageal inlet the ostium ruminoreticulare is located, opening 
into the third compartment, the omasum. 
Periodic contractions of the rumen wall mix the digestive content. The animal 
regurgitates portions of the digesta to thoroughly chew it before swallowing it again 
and adding a fair amount of saliva during this procedure. These processes ensure 
proper access of the microbes to their substrates in the feed, as well as a relatively 
constant pH in the rumen.  
Innervation of the rumen is achieved via the Autonomic Nervous System, controlling 
periodic contractions and the regurgitating of ingesta to be chewed repetitively, a 
process called rumination. Reticuloruminal motility is predominantly regulated via 
vagal reflexes (TITCHEN 1976). The three most important factors that increase motility 
of the reticulorumen are feed intake, moderate distension of the reticulorumen and a 
low pH in the abomasum. Decreased motility is caused by increased concentration of 
short-chain fatty acids in the rumen, distention of the abomasum or low pH in the 
duodenum. Furthermore, fever and pain can decrease motility by stimulating the brain 
stem directly or via activation of the sympathoadrenal system, which releases 
neurotransmitters like adrenaline, hypothalamic corticoliberine and 
adrenocorticotrophic hormone (ACTH) having direct and indirect effects on the 
sympathic nervous system (KANIA et al. 1999).  
Reticuloruminal contractions as well as the composition of diet and amount of 
physically effective fiber result in an extensive stratification of the rumen content, the 
formation of a gas cap in the dorsal sac, a liquid phase in the ventral part and a thick-
packed mat of fibrous solids in between (ZEBELI et al. 2012).  
This segregation takes place due to the different particle sizes and density of ingesta 
components, resulting in greater retention times for larger particles. Passage rates of 
feed through the reticulorumen should therefore be considered separately for solids 
and liquids. Usually liquid retention time is about 12 hours, whereas solids retention 
time varies around 18 – 72 hours depending on particle size distribution (BREVES et al. 
2015). Passage rate and retention times are also influenced by rumen size (GOOPY et 
al. 2014), feed intake levels and diet composition (PARK et al. 2011). 
Fermentative processes within the rumen are fueled by the substrates in feed ingested 





for microbial protein synthesis besides of excreting it into urine like other mammals. 
Dietary N-supply and dietary composition, especially carbohydrate composition and 
fermentable energy supply, influence the amount of urea transferred into the gut 
(REYNOLDS & KRISTENSEN 2008). Large amounts of gas are produced during 
fermentation processes, and this gas accumulates in the dorsal part of the rumen. It 
is vital for ruminants to eliminate the rumen gas, which is achieved by a process called 
ructus or belching. 
A prerequisite for unimpaired ruminal fermentation is balancing fermentation 
conditions by secretion of saliva for pH control, by chewing and ruminating, by the 
excretion of fermentation gases by the ructus, by regulating the passage of digesta 
due to specific rumen and intestinal motility patterns, as well as by the absorption of 
fermentation products. Due to these fermentation processes, rumen temperature can 
exceed the rectal body temperature by up to two degrees Celsius (BRADE 2013). 
Disturbances of factors controlling rumen homeostasis can lead to an imbalanced 
microbial community, resulting in unfavorable metabolic substrate composition, which 
in turn can lead to performance losses of the host or even to metabolic disorders.  
 
2.3.2 Rumen microbes  
Ruminal fermentation is the microbial digestion of plant material to produce short-
chain fatty acids, serving as energy source for the ruminant, but also other substances 
such as lactate, succinate, ammonia (NH3), hydrogen sulfide (H2S), hydrogen (H2) and 
CO2. This process is performed by the highly complex interaction of many 
microorganisms within the rumen. Understanding the dynamics of ruminal digestion is 
essential to elucidate influential parameters on methane formation and its importance 
for the host.  
The rumen is one of the most phylogenetically complex ecosystems, consisting of 
protozoa, fungi, bacteria, archaea and some non-cellular life such as phages (FIRKINS 
& YU 2015) along with the occasionally occurring parasitic helminths or transitional 
organism, the latter just passing through without taking part in metabolic breakdown. 
The microbial community forms a symbiosis with the host, because the ruminant can 





also can digest the microbial biomass itself in subsequent compartments of its digestive 
tract (BREVES et al. 2015).  
Rumen content harbors about 1011 microbial cells per gram, but only a few microbial 
species have been cultured up to date (HENDERSON et al. 2013). Those microbes belong 
to the taxonomic domains eukaryotes (Protozoa and Fungi), as well as prokaryotes 
(Bacteria and Archaea) and noncellular life (viruses) (FIRKINS & YU 2015). High influx 
of substrate and high efflux rates of metabolites from the rumen combined with 
predominant anaerobic conditions lead to the formation of a specialized ecosystem. 
However, a stable microbial community has to develop from birth until adulthood, since 
ruminants are born with only a fraction of the microbial colonization they feature as 
adult animals after full development of the reticulorumen. Already at 14 days of age 
all major types of rumen bacteria can be detected in the developing reticulorumen of 
young ruminants (YÁÑEZ-RUIZ et al. 2015). Ruminal colonization takes place 
sequentially, for example the early detectable Proteobacteria are gradually replaced 
over time by Bacteroidetes as the main phyla (YÁÑEZ-RUIZ et al. 2015).  
YÁÑEZ-RUIZ et al. (2015) summarized the works by KITTELMANN et al. (2014) and WEIMER 
et al. (2010) demonstrating that after oral or via rumen cannula supplementation of 
different bacteria, antibiotic treatments or after ingesta swapping, the fermentation 
profile and microbial community composition will return to its original state, which 
supports the idea of a specific microbiota composition in a host. 
 
2.3.2.1 Bacteria 
Depending on the components and chemical composition of feed the composition of 
the bacterial community in terms of species abundance, diversity and richness varies. 
Bacteria in the rumen account for > 95% of total ruminal microorganisms (SANDRI et 
al. 2014) amounting to 1010 – 1011 bacterial cells/ml in fully developed rumen (KOIKE 
& KOBAYASHI 2009, SIROHI et al. 2012). They show a high degree of  
biodiversity. Molecular tools and bioinformatics allow to distinguish high numbers of 
operational taxonomic units (OTU), only few of which have been characterized, 
cultured or even named so far. It is estimated that 300 – 400 phylotypes can be found 





HENDERSON et al. (2015) described recently that similar bacteria are abundant in the 
rumen of various animal species all over the world, on a variety of feeds and under 
different climate conditions, which supports the idea of a core rumen microbiome. 
Prevotella, Butyrivibrio, and Ruminococcus, as well as unclassified Lachnospiraceae, 
Ruminococcaceae, Bacteroidales, and Clostridiales are the dominant rumen bacteria, 
however, the abundance of these bacterial groups varies among individual animals, 
species, diets and geographical locations. The phyla Bacteroidetes, Firmicutes and 
Proteobacteria and members of their lower taxonomic levels were also described as 
the core microbiome by other researches (FIRKINS & YU 2015, JAMI & MIZRAHI 2012, 
KASPAROVSKA et al. 2016, PETRI et al. 2013).  
Rumen bacteria can be separated into fractions of spatial distribution. Bacterial cells 
are suspended in the liquid phase or planktonic, some are attached to the epithelium 
of the rumen wall, while others are loosely (biofilm) or tightly (embedded, fixed) 
attached to digesta particles. All these fractions exhibit different community diversities 
(KONG et al. 2010, ZEBELI et al. 2012). 
The metabolism of the different bacterial species is only partly explored yet. Because 
of the extremely low O2 partial pressure in the rumen, most of the bacteria are obligate 
anaerobes. However, in young ruminants facultative anaerobe and even aerobe 
species can be detected (JAMI et al. 2013).  
Rumen bacteria can be classified into various functional groups: fibrolytic or 
cellulolytic, amylolytic, proteolytic, lipolytic, acetogenic, ureolytic and tanninolytic 
(HENDERSON et al. 2015, SIROHI et al. 2012) and many more (see also Table 1).  
Common fibrolytic species are Fibrobacter succinogenes, Ruminococcus flavefaciens, 
Ruminococcus albus, Butyrivibrio fibrisolvens, Prevotella ruminicola, Eubacterium 
cellulosolvens and Eubacterium ruminantium. Furthermore, F. succinogenes, R. 
flavefaciens and R. albus are specific cellulolytic species which possess a high ability 
to digest fiber (KOIKE & KOBAYASHI 2009). Although these bacteria all share the ability 
to break down fiber, they differ in the surface enzymes facilitating the attachment to 





In general, fiber fermenting bacteria grow slower than starch fermenting bacteria. 
They use ammonia as their source of nitrogen, whereas starch fermenting bacteria 
also use amino acids or peptides (RUSSEL et al. 1992).  
Important amylolytic species include Selenomonas ruminantium and Steptococcous 
bovis, both of which produce lactate. Anaerovibrio lipolytica is an example of a lipolytic 
species (BELANCHE et al. 2012).  
 
Table 1: Fermentative properties of rumen bacteria (ALLISON 2004) 
Species Function* Products** 
Fibrobacter succinogenes CL, AL F, A, S 
Ruminococcus albus CL, XL F, A, E, H, C 
Ruminococcus flavefaciens CL, XL F, A, S, H 
Butyrivibirio fibrisolvens CL, XL, PRL F, A, L, B, E, H, C 
Streptococcus bovis AL, SS, PRL L, A, F 
Ruminobacter amylophilus AL, PL, PRL F, A, S 
Prevotella ruminicola AL, XL, PL, PRL F, A, P, S 
Succinimonas amylolytica AL, DL A, S 
Selenomonas ruminantium AL, SS, GU, LU, PRL A, L, P, H, C 
Lachnospira multiparus PL, PRL, AL F, A, E, L, H, C 
Succinovibirio dextrinosolvens PL, DL F, A, L, S 
Methanobrevibacter spp. ruminantium 
and smithii 
MG, HU M 
Treponema bryantii PL, SS F, A, L, S, E 
Megasphaera elsdenii SS, LU A, P, B, V, CP, H, C 
Lactobacillus spp.  SS L 
Anaerovibirio lipolytica LL, GU A, P, S 
Eubacterium ruminantium SS F, A, B, C 
Oxalobacter formigenes OD F, C 
Wolinella succinogenes HU S, C 
* CL: cellulolytic, AL: amylolytic, XL: xylanolytic, PRL: proteolytic, SS: major soluble sugar 
fermenter, PL: pectinolytic, DL: dextrionolytic, GU: glycerol utilizing, LU: lactate utilizing, 
MG: methanogenic, HU: hydrogen utilizer, LL: lipolytic, OD: oxalate degrading 
** F: formate, A: acetate, S: succinate, E: ethanol, H: hydrogen, C: carbon dioxide, L: 







Many species of the Prevotella genus are proteolytic, however, its omnipresence in the 
rumen across a variety of diets suggests a substantial metabolic adaptability and 
diversity of this genus (PETRI et al. 2013). 
Fermentation of feed to short-chain fatty acids (SCFA) requires a complex interaction 
of bacteria. In this context, MORGAVI et al. (2012) distinguished between primary and 
secondary fermenters. For example, fibrolytic species such as Fibrobacter 
succinogenes degrades cellulose to succinate (primary fermenters), which in turn 
serves as substrate for Selenomonas ruminantium, producing propionate (secondary 
fermenters) (KOIKE & KOBAYASHI 2009).  
 
2.3.2.2 Archaea 
The microorganisms present in the rumen that belong to the archaea domain are 
obligate anaerobes. Their numbers reach as much as 107 – 109 cells /ml rumen content, 
but only seven species have been successfully cultured so far (SIROHI et al. 2012). Like 
rumen bacteria, ruminal archaea can be found on the epithelium of the rumen wall, 
attached to particles, suspended in the liquid phase of ingesta or symbiotically 
associated with protozoa (JANSSEN & KIRS 2008, MORGAVI et al. 2012).  
Most of the archaeal species can be assigned to the phyla Euryarchaeota and 
Crenarchaeota, further phyla are known but usually not found in the rumen. The 
phylum Euryarchaeota can be subdivided into seven orders, including 31 genera.  
The unique feature of most ruminal archaea is the ability to produce methane, 
therefore, they are often referred to as methanogens. Until recently all currently known 
methanogens were ascribed to the phylum Euryachaeota (ST-PIERRE et al. 2015). 
However, recent publications suggest that methane metabolism also occurs in the 
phylum Bathyarchaeota, formerly attributed to the Miscellaneous Crenarchaeota Group 
(EVANS et al. 2015). In addition, gene sequences associated with methanogenesis were 
found in a newly proposed phylum Verstraetearchaeota (VANWONTERGHEM et al. 2016). 
These latter phyla are intrinsic to environmental samples and have not been described 
as rumen habitants yet.  
Methanobacteriales and Methanomassiliicoccales, both belonging to the phylum 





Based on a meta-analysis JANSSEN & KIRS (2008) demonstrated that the archaeal 
community structure varied between host animal species, diets and geographical 
locations. In contrast, HENDERSON et al. (2015) described that the archaeal community 
is highly conserved. 
Most of the ruminal archaea use CO2 for methanogenesis, but some species are able 
to metabolize methylamines, methanol, formate or acetate (ST-PIERRE et al. 2015, see 
also section 2.3.4). The most abundant methanogens in the rumen belong to the 
hydrogenotrophic genus Methanobrevibacter and the methylotrophic genus 
Methanosphaera (SEEDORF et al. 2015). Further genera of the Methanomassilicoccales 
order are frequently identified in rumen samples and suggested to be methylotroph 
(ST-PIERRE et al. 2015). The only rarely detected Methanobacterium and 
Methanosarcina use carbon monoxide (CO) as substrate for methanogenesis, an 
energetically highly favorable reaction although CO levels in the rumen are low (ELLIS 
et al. 2008). 
Despite their low numbers in the rumen compared to bacteria, the role of methanogens 
is very important for rumen function. Removal of [2H] from the rumen is necessary to 
maintain the ruminal redox potential. For the bacterially mediated oxidation of 
reduction equivalents (NADH + H+ → NAD+ + H2), which are necessary for glycolysis, 
it is crucial to eliminate the electrons. Archaea contribute substantially to the 
elimination of electrons by removing [2H] bound in CH4 from the rumen. This may also 
protect the rumen from acidification leading to health impairment, since H+ lowers the 
pH. Furthermore, removing the hydrogens inhibitory effect on rumen fermentation 
leads to increased metabolic rates and a nutritionally more favorable pattern of SCFA 
(see section 2.3.3) (JANSSEN & KIRS 2008, ST-PIERRE et al. 2015).  
 
2.3.3 Short-chain fatty acids 
The major source of energy in ruminal metabolism is derived from a variety of short-
chain fatty acids. The three most important SCFA are acetate, propionate and butyrate, 
making up 80 % of the metabolic energy intake (ASCHENBACH et al. 2009).  
Many ruminal microbes degrade plant fiber components like cellulose, hemicellulose, 
pectin and lignin but also non-structural carbohydrates such as sugars and starch. 





by anaerobic glycolysis or the pentose-phosphate-cycle into pyruvate. Pyruvate as a 
central intermediate substrate for a large number of microbial organisms serves as a 
precursor for the production of the SCFA acetate, propionate and butyrate. Pyruvate 
can also be utilized to produce ethanol, valerate or lactate, but in much lesser 
quantities (compare Table 1).  
The synthesis of the three major SCFA is illustrated in Figure 1. For the production of 
acetate or butyrate, pyruvate is first decarboxylated to acetyl-CoA, which can be 
achieved by different pathways. Pyruvate formate lyase catalyzes the reaction of 
pyruvate to acetyl-phosphate and formate. However, formate rarely accumulates but 
is quickly degraded to CO2 and [2H] or directly reduced by rumen methanogens 
(HEGARTY & GERDES 1999). Pyruvate ferredoxin oxidoreductase catalyzes the cleavage 
of pyruvate forming acetyl-CoA, CO2 and [2H]. The resulting acetyl-CoA can be 
converted into acetyl-phosphate, which in turn is dephosphorylated by acetate kinase 
yielding acetate.  
The synthesis of butyrate from 2 molequivalents of acetyl-CoA is a reductive process 
requiring 2 molequivalents of [2H] (MOSS et al. 2000).  
Furthermore, propionate is produced from pyruvate within two major microbial 





pathway oxaloacetate, malate, fumarate and succinate are intermediate metabolites. 
Within the conversion pathway from pyruvate to propionyl-CoA 2 mol [2H] are used. 
The acrylate pathway first reduces pyruvate to lactate, which then again is transformed 
to propionyl-CoA. This pathway also uses 2 mol [2H]. Propionyl-CoA is the direct 
precursor for propionate.  
The concentrations and ratios in which SCFA are produced are not constant, but 
depend greatly on the fiber types of the diet, especially the neutral detergent fiber 
(NDF) content, the amount of ingested feed and the site of starch digestion (e.g. rumen 
protected starch which is not fermented in the rumen but is digested in the small 
intestine) (NOZIÈRE et al. 2011). The groundwork to the relationship between feed and 
fermentation pattern was done by DEMEYER & VAN NEVEL (1975), and many more studies 
since then have shown that diets rich in starch increase the rate of ruminal 
fermentation. This increased starch fermentation increases propionate production and 
thus the propionate / acetate ratio (JIAO et al. 2014, JOHNSON & JOHNSON 1995, 
MCALLISTER et al. 1996). Particle size and chemical fiber content, especially NDF, are 
the two parameters used to determine the physically effective fiber in a diet. Physically 
effective fibers in the feed influence the fermentation patterns by altering chewing time 
and therefore saliva flux into the rumen, thereby affecting rumen pH and consequently 
microbial activity (ZEBELI et al. 2012). 
The produced SCFA are almost completely absorbed across the ruminal wall 
(CERSOSIMO et al. 2016). Absorption of SCFA from the ruminal lumen follows a variety 
of different pathways, including passive diffusion and active and passive transport 
mechanisms with the aid of diverse apical transport proteins (ASCHENBACH et al. 2009). 
A portion of butyrate is metabolized to beta-hydroxybutyrate in epithelial cells of the 
rumen wall before entering circulation.  
Absorbed propionate is the main precursor for hepatic gluconeogenesis (46 – 73%) 
(DIJKSTRA 1994), a significant metabolic pathway especially for ruminants, since the 
glucose absorption from the gut is usually very low in these animals. Acetate, butyrate 
and beta-hydroxybutyrate can deliver energy to the mammary gland, adipose or 
muscular tissues for example. Dairy cows use these substrates as precursors for milk 






2.3.4 Methane formation 
The methane production represents a loss of feed energy for the host animal 
amounting to 5.23 -6.99% (ARNDT et al. 2015) or of 2 – 12% (JOHNSON & JOHNSON 
1995) of the gross energy (GE) intake of dairy cows.  
Although the production of methane is rather unfavorable in efficient production 
systems, it is an important process to eliminate hydrogen from the rumen. Hydrogen 
accumulation in the rumen inhibits microbial growth and fiber fermentation (ROOKE et 
al. 2014). The largest sink for hydrogen in the rumen are methanogens, keeping the 
partial pressure of H2 generally very low at 1-10 Pa (ELLIS et al. 2008) which is also 
necessary to allow for the oxidation of reducing equivalents by generation of H2. 
Most of the methanogens utilize CO2 as final electron acceptor according to the 
following equation: 
CO2 + 4 H2 → CH4 + 2 H2O 
Other methanogens transfer the hydrogen to methyl- and dimethylamines (POULSEN 
et al. 2013) forming methane and ammonia as follows: 
CH3NH2 + H2 → CH4 + NH3 
A minor portion of methanogens reduce acetate or methanol (FERRY 1992), or oxidize 
ethanol (HOEDT et al. 2016) for methane production: 
CH3COOH → CH4 + CO2 
4 CH3OH → 3 CH4 + CO2 + 2 H2O 
2 CH3OH + CH3CH2OH → 2 CH4 + H2O + CH3COOH 
Methanogenesis is essential for all ruminal archaea, as it is their sole pathway to 
generate energy form anaerobic respiration (ROUVIERE & WOLFE 1988).  
 
2.4 Interrelationship between methane and host animal physiology 
2.4.1 Physiologic aspects affecting methane formation 
MOSS et al. (2000) stated that the residence time of feed in the rumen influences 
methane emission, since a longer contact time between microbes and substrates 
allows for a more intensive degradation and, therefore, methane production. On the 
other hand, a rapid digesta passage rate favors propionate production and, therefore, 





ruminal passage rate is mostly determined by feed intake, by the particle size of the 
feed (DIAS et al. 2011, HRISTOV et al. 2013, OKINE et al. 1998) and by rumen motility 
(OKINE et al. 1989). The volume of saliva produced increases as a function of feeding 
and rumination time (BAILEY & BALCH 1961). Saliva buffering capacity ensures favorable 
fermentation conditions in the rumen, and, therefore, the amount of produced saliva 
is positively correlated with total CH4 emissions (PINARES-PATIÑO et al. 2007). An 
independent effect of rumination alone excluding saliva production on CH4 production 
could not be detected by WATT et al. (2015), but this group suspected a change in DMI 
and associated modifications in grazing behavior as a reason for different 
CH4/rumination ratios.  
The rumen volume is positively correlated with feed intake (DIJKSTRA 1993). GOOPY et 
al. (2014) demonstrated a direct relationship between a lower methane yield in sheep 
and a lower rumen size that was coupled with a different layer constitution of rumen 
content.  
Additionally, genetic traits of the host, which influence feed conversion efficiency, DMI 
or the microbiota, seem to exert some control over the ruminal fermentation process 
(ROEHE et al. 2016, XIANG et al. 2016).  
 
2.5 Effects of feed composition and feed contents on methane production 
CH4 emission increases with DMI (JOHNSON & JOHNSON 1995). Many different models, 
linear and non-linear, have been described to explain this relationship, for example the 
linear equation by MILLS et al. (2003):  
CH4 (MJ/d) = 5.93 (SE 1.60) + 0.92 (SE 0.08) × DMI (kg/d) 
r² = 0.60 
Non-linear equations improve the prediction of CH4 emissions in comparison to linear 
equations (MILLS et al. 2003).  
MOSS et al. (2000) summarize the general characteristics of diets and their impact on 
methane production. Mature dried forages as well as coarsely chopped rather than 
finely ground or pelleted feedstuff increase CH4 yield. JENTSCH et al. (2007) deduced a 





CH4 (kJ) = 1.62 (±0.02) x digestible crude protein (g) – 0.38 (±0.52) x 
digestible crude fat (g) + 3.78 (±0.18) x digestible crude fiber (g) + 1.49 
(±0.06) x digestible N-free extract + 1142 (±196) 
r² = 0.896 
Also, due to their chemical composition, different feedstuffs have different methane 
production potentials. In vitro tests can be used to compare feeds, plants and additives 
regarding their fermentation characteristics and CH4 production. KIM et al. (2012) 
compared 35 feeds and proposed that the total organic carbon level in a feed could be 
used as a proxy to estimate CH4 production. 
Ruminal fermentation of starch and sugars decreases CH4 production, whereas 
increased fiber fermentation is accompanied with a rise in CH4 production (MOSS et al. 
2000).  
Most dietary, rumen degradable fat undergoes microbial lipolysis. The resulting 
unsaturated long-chain fatty acids (LCFA) are extensively hydrogenated. As a result 
the composition of fatty acids in the ruminal outflow greatly differs from the fatty acid 
composition of the diet (DOREAU & CHILLIARD 1997).  
Biohydrogenation of unsaturated LCFA is an alternative hydrogen sink and therefore 
competes with methanogenesis. LCFA can be directly toxic to methanogens (ELLIS et 
al. 2008), decrease the activity of fibrolytic bacteria and interfere with microbial growth 
(DOREAU & CHILLIARD 1997) resulting in decreased fiber breakdown and therefore CH4 
production. Dietary fats and oils are able to coat the fiber surface, which limits the 
physical access of microbes to the fibers and other macronutrients. Consequently, 
ruminal NDF digestibility is decreased. Furthermore, incorporation of lipids into the diet 
decreases DMI, leading to decreased CH4 production (HRISTOV et al. 2013). Finally feed 
additives such as monensin as well as nitrates or tannins affect methanogenic 
pathways, e.g. by altering proportions of microbial species, and thus have methane 
mitigation potential (HRISTOV et al. 2013). 
 
2.5.1 Relationship of ruminal short-chain fatty acids and methane production 
It has been shown that total SCFA concentration in the rumen follows the same diurnal 
pattern as CH4 production (BRASK et al. 2015). However, the production ratio of the 





CH4 produced. MOSS et al. (2000) outlined the reasons for this: CH4 formation is a [2H] 
consuming process, like the production of propionate. By contrast, the pathways 
forming acetate or butyrate are [2H] releasing reactions. Therefore, the production of 
CH4 in the rumen is stoichiometrically linked to the molar percentages of SCFA.  
(DEMEYER & VAN NEVEL 1975) deduced a stoichiometric relationship between the three 
most important short-chain fatty acids of ruminal fermentation and methane 
production.  
2A + P + 4B = 4M + 2P + 2B 
(Where A, B, P and M represent the number of moles acetate, butyrate, 
propionate and CH4, respectively.) 
In line with this, MOHAMMED et al. (2011) were able to detect negative correlations of 
CH4 with mol % of rumen propionate on the one hand and positive correlations of CH4 
with acetate, the acetate / propionate ratio, and the (acetate + butyrate) / propionate 
ratio on the other hand. Similar results were observed in other studies (e.g. BENCHAAR 
et al. 2013, HASSANAT et al. 2014).  
In vitro tests revealed that the amount and proportion of acetate, propionate, butyrate 
and isobutyrate can be used to very accurately predict (r2 = 0.95) the volume of 
fermentative CH4 and CO2 gases, and that this is true for a wide range of feeds 
(BLÜMMEL et al. 1999). 
Different models have been proposed to estimate the concentrations of SCFA being 
formed in ruminal fermentation from the composition of the diet in order to predict 
ruminal CH4 production (ALEMU et al. 2011, ANNISON & BRYDEN 1998, BRASK et al. 2015). 
ALEMU et al. (2011) showed that using stoichiometric prediction equations resulted in 
unsatisfactory performance for all tested models (mean squared prediction error 9.8 – 
16.7 %). For the most part this is caused by the poor agreement of observed and 
predicted proportions of SCFA. The authors concluded that SCFA production rates 
would be better suited to predict CH4 production, but those are very difficult to 
determine due to the dynamics of absorption and efflux from the rumen (ALEMU et al. 
2011). For the accurate determination of the production rates isotope dilution 
procedures are required as used in the study by ANNISON & BRYDEN (1998). 
BRASK et al. (2015) developed a model predicting CH4 production from SCFA 
concentrations. Their model included a ruminal carbon balance, which can only be 





In summary, the inaccuracy of predicting SCFA patterns from feed composition or the 
requirement for very invasive and labor-intensive methods are probably the reasons 
why mathematical equations based on SCFA concentrations are not widely used for 
the estimation of CH4 production. 
 
2.5.2 Milk fatty acids to estimate methane emission 
The required fatty acids for milk triglyceride synthesis arise from two different sources. 
Acetate and butyrate as ruminal fermentation products serve as carbon sources for de 
novo fatty acid synthesis. Additionally, acetate is a primary source for the production 
of the reducing equivalent NADPH (PALMQUIST 2006), which in turn is necessary for the 
synthesis of triglycerides. Additionally, absorbed dietary long-chain fatty acids or long-
chain fatty acids mobilized from body tissues can be incorporated in milk triglycerides. 
These fatty acids are transported in the bloodstream as triglycerides in chylomicrons 
or very low-density lipoproteins (VLDL) and conveyed across the blood-milk barrier 
into the mammary gland.  
The de novo synthesis of milk fatty acids results predominantly in chain lengths of 4 
to 16 carbon atoms, whereas the circulating fatty acids usually consist of 16 to 18 
carbon atoms. Consequently, the fatty acid pattern in milk depends largely on the 
availability of fatty acid sources. Long-chain fatty acids are decreasingly mobilized 
towards peak lactation and hence the transfer of blood triglycerides into milk fat 
declines (PALMQUIST 2006). 
As mentioned in the previous section, the increased production of acetate is paralleled 
by higher CH4 emissions, showing a link between methane emission and milk fatty acid 
composition. CHILLIARD et al. (2009) fed cows different forms of linseed products and 
observed a strong positive correlation between CH4 production and saturated fatty 
acids with 6 to 16 carbon atoms in milk. This and other studies were included in the 
meta-analysis by VAN LINGEN et al. (2014), that summarized significant relationships 
between the proportion of certain milk fatty acids and methane yield. Milk fatty acids 
of shorter chain length (C6 – C16) were positively related to CH4/DMI, whereas longer 
saturated and unsaturated fatty acids (C18:0, C18:1, C18:2) were negatively related 





LINGEN et al. (2014) described a prediction equation with a correlation coefficient of 
r² = 0.54: 
CH4 (g/kg DMI) = 23.39 + 9.74 x C16:0-iso – 1.06 x trans-10+11 C18:1 
– 1.75 x cis-9, 12 C18:2. 
DIJKSTRA et al. (2016) tested this equation in dairy cows on grass-silage based diets, 
and showed the correlation coefficient in that scenario only amounted to 0.35. 
MOHAMMED et al. (2011) described an equation with a correlation coefficient of 0.9 that 
included concentrations of certain milk fatty acids (C9 – C17:1, C16:0) and also 
protozoans:  
CH4 (g/d) = -910.8 x C9-17:1 + 331.2 x C16:0 iso + 0.0001 x 
sum of total Entodiniomorphs* + 242.5 
*Entodinimorphs make up 99% of the ruminal protozoa, numbers are determined 
using a counting chamber (BEAUCHEMIN et al. 2009) 
 
2.6 Description of methods 
2.6.1 Methane Measurement 
The measurement of CH4 production from ruminants using respiration chambers is 
currently the most accurate and reliable technique. Often, respiration chamber 
measurements are used as a reference for evaluating the accuracy of other CH4 
measurement techniques. The most commonly used systems are open circuit 
chambers (HAMMOND et al. 2016). BHATTA et al. (2007) described the importance of the 
technical features that a respiration chamber has to fulfil. As a principle, gas 
concentrations of the incoming air and of the exhaust air as well as the air flow through 
the chamber are measured (HAMMOND et al. 2016). Emissions from the animal are 
mixed with the incoming air and the concentration difference of gases between the 
incoming air and exhaust air are multiplied by the airflow to calculate the amount of 
emissions. To warrant this, chambers have to be sealable for the quantification of in- 
and outflowing gases like CH4, CO2 and O2. The facilities used in the presented trials 
fulfil this requirement. Also, within the chamber used in this study the animal can be 
restrained for further experimental procedures or during manure removal. The unit is 





drinking and resting. Also, feed intake of the animal in the chamber can be monitored 
in real time with load cells under the troughs (WAGHORN & PINARES 2014) and water 
intake is determined with a water meter. Physical activity of the animals such as 
standing up and lying down can also be measured. This is quite relevant, since rising 
from a lying position releases CH4 from the rumen in a surge and increases CH4 
concentrations in the chamber (personal communication from MICHAEL DERNO, 
Dummerstorf, 09.07.2018).  
Recently, HAMMOND et al. (2016) and HILL et al. (2016) reviewed the currently used 
techniques distinguishing between breath sampling methods with or without a tracer, 
laser detection instruments and meteorological techniques. The usage of respiration 
chambers is costly and requires extensive resources to install and maintain the 
facilities. Therefore, the demand for techniques that are suitable to measure CH4 from 
a larger group of animals or in the field has brought forward a number of other devices 
and methods. However, CH4 measurement techniques produce more reliable emission 
data than estimation of CH4 production with equation models using for example SCFA 
concentrations in rumen fluid (ALEMU et al. 2011).  
 
2.6.2 Sampling of rumen contents  
For sampling rumen contents different techniques are available. The easiest method is 
probably the sampling of whole rumen contents in the abattoir after slaughter, allowing 
to withdraw very large sample sizes. However, the process of slaughter usually mixes 
the rumen contents, and their natural stratification can be lost. To sample the same 
individual animal repeatedly, other methods have to be used. Under research 
conditions rumen cannulation is a preferred method (RAMOS-MORALES et al. 2014), 
allowing the repeated sampling or continuous measurements in different areas within 
the reticulorumen, e.g. from the liquid, solid, gaseous or epimural phases. However, 
the procedure to equip an animal with a permanent rumen cannula is quite an invasive 
surgery and requires high expertise and husbandry effort. A less invasive procedure is 
ruminocentesis, by which the outer skin and the rumen wall are punctuated with a 
large-bore needle through which a small amount of rumen fluid or gas can be sampled, 






Esophageal tubes that are inserted into the rumen via the mouth or nose are a 
minimally invasive alternative technique. This method can be used repetitively and 
under field conditions, although such tubes cannot be used for continuous sampling. 
Sample sizes of up to a few liters of rumen fluid can be obtained but care must be 
taken to avoid contamination of the rumen fluid with saliva. If the experimenter is 
experienced and the collection is smooth and rapid without much need for correction 
of tube insertion (RAMOS-MORALES et al. 2014), the salivary contamination can be kept 
to a minimum. The insertion depth and sampling site within the rumen influences the 
sample pH as well as the concentration of SCFA, minerals and trace elements and also 
the microbial composition (SHEN et al. 2012). This is due to the fact that the dilution 
of rumen contents with saliva, water and freshly ingested feed is higher closer to the 
orifice of the esophagus than in the caudal or ventral compartments of the rumen. 
However, when the esophageal tubing reached the ventral rumen sack, HERNANDEZ-
RAQUET et al. (2016) observed no differences in the microbial community when 
compared to samples obtained via the rumen cannula. 
 
2.6.3 Methods to identify microbes 
The traditional way to identify microbes, especially bacteria, is through culturing of 
individual strains. This method generates larger quantities of the examined strain to 
be able to perform biochemical tests and to determine the chemical composition, which 
aids in identification of microbes and their functions (KOBAYASHI et al. 2004). Although 
culturing is still indispensable for obtaining pure isolates of microbes, the use of 
molecular techniques for the identification of microbial species has several advantages. 
High throughput possibilities, comparatively low capital and labor costs, and the ability 
to detect unculturable species make modern molecular techniques feasible for multi 
sample identification and quantification of microbes (HENDERSON et al. 2013). The most 
common approach to identify rumen microbes is the sequence analysis of the amplified 
16S/18S rRNA gene (SIROHI et al. 2012). For all molecular methods DNA or RNA 
extraction from the sample is required, and usually the DNA of interest is amplified 
with a polymerase chain reaction (PCR), resulting in amplicons. 
A variety of extraction methods exists, and usually they all utilize a combination of 





method uses many cycles of first melting the DNA double helix into single strands, 
then cooling down and employing an enzyme (DNA polymerase) to assemble a new 
DNA strand from added nucleotides using the single-stranded DNA as a template. By 
using specifically targeted primers (short DNA fragments), selected regions of the DNA 
can be chosen for amplification. Specific primers can shorten the length of the 
fragments and therefore the time and expenses for analysis. Sequencing determines 
the order of the nucleotides in the DNA fragment, and is followed by DNA sequence 
analysis. The sequence analysis is the necessary bioinformatic step to assign meaning 
to the nucleotide sequences, for example to define genes on the fragment or to assign 
sequences to taxonomies.  
The rapid development of molecular techniques has led to a large variety of methods. 
HENDERSON et al. (2013) compared different DNA extraction protocols and discovered 
that they differed significantly with regard to DNA yields, purity and different microbial 
community structures even when using the same sample. This group also concluded 
that chloroform-based methods result in purer DNA, and that methods that include a 
mechanical lysis step usually lead to more sheared DNA with lower molecular weight. 
DENG et al. (2008) reviewed methods of nucleic acid amplification, cloning and 
sequencing. These are the necessary steps to obtain information on the 16S/18S 
rRNA/rDNA sequence information, which then was processed with different software 
(e.g. QUIIME, MOTHUR) and clone libraries (e.g. GreenGenes, SILVA) to assess 
abundances and phylogenetic information on the examined microbial community. The 
software is used to filter the obtained sequences, to process the raw data and to 
perform sequence alignment or searches against biological databases to assign 
taxonomy. Currently the most important ongoing sequencing project for rumen 
microbes is the Global Rumen Census (http://www.rmgnetwork.org/global-rumen-
census.html) and the Hungate 1000 (http://www.rmgnetwork.org/ 
hungate1000.html) (TAPIO et al. 2017). 
 
2.7 Objective and realization of the studies 
The tight interrelationship between the metabolism of the host, the processes of 
microbial fermentation in the rumen and the resulting CH4 production is currently only 





this topic. The factor with the largest influence on CH4 emission from ruminants – feed 
– has been extensively researched throughout the years involving the impact of DMI, 
diet composition and feed additives. Only recently genetic and metabolic effects of the 
animal itself on fermentation within its rumen have come into focus. Modern 
technologies, primarily high-throughput DNA sequencing, have quickly advanced our 
understanding on the microbial composition and their fermentation performances in 
the rumen, and we increasingly gain insight into the complexity of the rumen microbial 
network. However, strategies to mitigate CH4 emissions from the livestock sector can 
be only successful if the metabolic network culminating in CH4 production is better 
understood than today. 
In this context, the current study investigated the influence of the cow’s metabolic 
status on markers of ruminal fermentation. In the first paper the hypothesis that cows 
with increased body fat mobilization have a lower CH4 production than their less 
mobilizing age matched herd mates was tested. It was assumed that increased plasma 
NEFA concentrations due to an increased body fat mobilization would result in a lower 
utilization of circulating acetate. Consequently, a lower utilization of plasma acetate 
would result in a lower ruminal acetate production which, in turn, would diminish 
ruminal CH4 production. This hypothesis was investigated in a herd of 20 Holstein 
Frisian dairy cows throughout their first lactation. Blood, milk and rumen fluid were 
sampled and analyzed photometrically or by gas chromatography to depict the 
metabolic status of the animals (for details see Publication 1). Also, feed and dry 
matter intake, milk yield, body weight, back fat thickness and a number of health 
indicators were recorded to further assess the metabolic status of the animals and to 
possibly eliminate sick animals from the study. Feed samples were analyzed for dry 
matter (DM) and chemical composition. For the measurement of whole-body energy 
metabolism and CH4 emission, respiration chambers were used to obtain accurate 
values. The chambers allowed measurements concerning CH4 production as well as 
calculations of CH4 yield, fat and carbohydrate oxidation.  
In the second paper the question was asked if the increase of CH4 yield with 
progressing lactation was driven by a change in the microorganisms producing CH4 or 
CH4-precursor substances, specifically archaea and bacteria, independently of the diet. 
A further objective was to compare the microbiome structure of cows with high and 





mobilization can be neglected. Immediate processing of rumen fluid after sampling 
was performed at the laboratory at the Leibniz Institute for Farm Animal Biology (FBN) 
and consisted of filtering the obtained fluid, determination of pH and centrifugation. 
The resulting microbe containing pellet was snap-frozen at -80°C for later shipment, 
and the supernatant was frozen at -20°C for the measurement of SCFA via gas 
chromatography. Preparation and analysis of the microbial DNA in the rumen fluid 
pellets was conducted by project partners at the University College Dublin, Ireland. 
They used the PCSA DNA extraction method, which is short for Phenol-chloroform plus 
bead-beating method. The Phenol-chloroform is added prior to bead-beating step. This 
is a simple and quick protocol that provides high yields of DNA. Further PCR was 
conducted with primers targeting the V4 region of rRNA and amplicon sequencing on 
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Supplemental Figure S1.  
a: Plasma NEFA of high (♦, solid line; n = 10) and low mobilizing (◊, dashed line; n = 10) 
cows in relation to the respiration chamber measurement in early lactation, and in relation 
to weeks relative to parturition. ANOVA calculated time×group interaction P < 0.001. 
b: Area under the curve (AUC) of the graph in Figure 1a calculated for high (; n = 10) 
and low mobilizing (; n = 10) cows for the time period 2 weeks before until 6 weeks 
after the respiration chamber measurement in week 5 ± 0.2 post partum. P = 0.007 







Supplemental Figure S2. Linear regression between ruminal acetate concentration and 
daily CH4 production either expressed as L/d, L/kg DMI, or L/kg NDF, respectively (n=19). 
a: slope P = 0.42 
b: slope P = 0.80 







Supplemental Table S1. Animal and performance data of high mobilizing (HM) and low mobilizing (LM) cows during stays in respiration chamber 
 4 weeks a.p. 5 weeks p.p. 13 weeks p.p. 42 weeks p.p. Statistics ANOVA, P values 
Group HM LM STE HM LM STE HM LM STE HM LM STE Time Group Time×Group 
Body weight (kg) 626.4 631.9 ±11.7 568.7 552.9 ±16.1 557.7 553.8 ±15.8 627.7 636.3 ±20.0 < 0.001 0.88 0.65 
DMI (kg) 6.5 7.6 ±0.7 13.5 12.9 ±0.8 14.2 14.8 ±0.6 15.8 14.6 ±0.7 < 0.001 0.97 0.09 
BCS - -  2.8 2.7 ±0.2 2.7 2.7 ±0.2 - -  0.37 0.71 0.44 
BFT (cm) - -  1.5† 1.2† ±0.1 1.0 0.9 ±0.1 - -  < 0.001 0.21 0.03 
Milk yield (kg/day) - -  27.03 26.22 ±1.37 28.16 26.81 ±1.16 23.49 22.43 ±1.42 < 0.001 0.47 0.94 
Milk fat (%) - -  4.69 4.95 ±0.37 3.72* 4.34* ±0.13 4.18 4.71 ±0.23  0.003 0.06 0.74 
Milk protein (%) - -  3.07 3.09 ±0.08 3.15 3.36 ±0.05 3.78 3.85 ±0.08 < 0.001 0.17 0.09 
Milk lactose (%) - -  4.91 4.94 ±0.06 5.00 4.99 ±0.05 4.94 4.81 ±0.05 0.002 0.66 0.06 
ECM (kg/day) - -  28.81 28.70 ±1.48 27.05 28.14 ±1.18 24.68 25.18 ±1.36 0.002 0.79 0.80 
† P = 0.07 Tukey-Kramer 
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in the rumen of dairy cows as they pass through stages of 
first lactation 
 
T. Lyons, A. Bielak, E. Doyle and B. Kuhla 
 
 
Supplemental Figure 1. Rarefaction curves for all samples. Labels are cow tags and letters for 
time of lactation (F = week 5, M = week 13, S = week 42). Vertical line indicates the size of the 





Supplementary Table S1. Ingredients and nutrient composition (g/kg DM), and energy content 
(MJ/ kg DM) of the diet fed to 9 first lactating cows over the course of first lactation.  
 
Item  
Grass silage 184.4 
Corn silage 335.0 
Grass hay 29.4 
Barley straw 28.5 
Corn kernels 75.5 
Wheat grains 19.0 
Sugar beet pulp 37.7 
Extracted soy meal 18.1 
Extracted canolaseed meal 29.2 
Feed lime 3.8 
MF 2000 (concentrate) 230.9 
Mineral 9522 8.5 
Crude ash 70.7 
Crude protein 157.8 
Crude fiber 168.7 















Supplementary Table S2. Average species richness, species evenness and Shannon diversity 
indices calculated for a) bacterial and b) archaeal communities in the rumen of dairy cows in early, 
mid and late lactation and c) Tukey test results (based on ANOVA test P = 0.002) showing bacterial 
Shannon diversity indices differed significantly between mid-lactation and late lactation. 
a)  
Lactation group Species richness Species evenness Shannon diversity 
Early 28.23±4.91 0.95±0.003 4.48±0.17 
Mid 32.40±7.12 0.96±0.009 4.66±0.31 
Late 22.77±2.90 0.95±0.003 4.23±0.13 
 
b) 
Lactation group Species richness Species evenness Shannon diversity 
Early  2.87±0.80 0.90±0.01 1.78±0.26 
Mid 2.58±0.60 0.90±0.01 1.69±0.23 
Late 2.63±0.28 0.89±0.02 1.70±0.11 
 
c)  
 Shannon diversity Species richness Species evenness 
Early-Mid 0.26 0.05 0.3 
Mid-Late 0.001 0.3 0.03 




Supplementary Table S3. Permutational analysis of variance (PERMANOVA) results showing 
significant differences in bacterial community structure between lactation stages.  
PERMANOVA main 
Source df SS MS Pseudo-F P (perm) 
Lactation stage 2 2227.8 1113.9 2.1149 0.0014* 
Res 24 12640 526.68   
Total 26 14868    
 
PERMANOVA pairwise 
Groups t P (perm) Unique perms P (MC) 
Early & Mid 1.2324 0.1341 8116 0.1532 
Early & Late 1.3105 0.0212* 8171 0.0768 







Supplementary Table S4. Similarity percentage (SIMPER) analysis of archaeal genera 
accounting for 76.15% of dissimilarity calculated between the ruminal community structures of 














Thermoplasmata unclassified 18.31 1.33 1.50 
Methanomassiliicoccus 13.39 1.48 1.50 
Methanosarcinaceae unclassified 13.00 0.44 0.56 
Methanobacteriaceae unclassified 11.71 0.49 0.56 
Methanosphaera 10.34 1.88 1.60 









The aim of the present study was to enhance the understanding of the responsible 
processes for naturally occurring variations in CH4 production of ruminants. The level 
of CH4 emission was linked to the metabolic status of the cow, especially with regard 
to the status of negative energy balance in early lactation that is characterized by an 
increased fat mobilization. In addition, changes in the microbiome structure were 
examined as a potential cause for the variability of CH4 emissions throughout lactation 
and between cows. This study showed that dairy cows kept under identical husbandry 
conditions and fed as much as possible the same diet throughout lactation varied in 
CH4 yield and that their rumen microbial community structure changed during the 
course of lactation. Despite differences in the microbial communities, the differences 
in CH4 yield were not related to microbial abundance but rather to the metabolic status 
of the animals. 
 
4.1 Assessment of experimental design 
4.1.1 Animals 
In the presented trial 18 and 9 cows were used for CH4 measurements and 
simultaneous CH4 and microbial data collection, respectively. In terms of statistics the 
number of sampled animals was rather low. Statistical power of a test depends on 
sample size (number of individuals in this case), on the significance criterion and on 
the magnitude of the effect that is considered relevant. Husbandry of large farm 
animals is labor intensive, requires high staff expenses and the animals’ life expectancy 
and production cycles are much longer than those in commonly used laboratory 
animals. These factors limit the sample size when using cows in such experiments. 
Thus, studies involving CH4 measurements in cattle often present data from as little 
as four or even less animals (BELANCHE et al. 2012, HAMMOND et al. 2014, PARK et al. 
2011, WEIMER et al. 2010). Especially the availability of respiration chambers for CH4 
measurements limits the number of animals that can be studied in a certain period of 
time. In a similar trial set-up to ours (DANIELSSON et al. 2017), 73 cows were sampled 





and SCFA were analyzed. However, this large number of animals could only be realized 
by using an infrared CH4 analyzer installed in the concentrate trough of the milking 
robot, which provided only short time concentration measurements of exhaled CH4. 
 
4.1.2 Feed 
Great effort was put into the calculations of rations. It was intended to feed all animals 
a uniform diet throughout the productive period, and a second uniform diet during the 
dry period. Nevertheless, accessibility to forages and silages varied because silo size 
was limited. Thus, roughage from different silos had to be used throughout the trial. 
Consequently, the amount of concentrate and mineral components in the ration had 
to be adjusted in order to meet nutrient requirements of the animals. Also, calving 
dates of our cows and, accordingly, diet change from gestation to lactation ration had 
to be spread over a period of nine weeks. Therefore, provision of an identical feed for 
all animals at the respective measuring times could not be ensured and thus feed 
composition could have been a confounding factor in this study. 
 
4.1.3 Rumen fluid 
The analysis of microbes in rumen fluid performed in the present study involved only 
bacteria and archaea. Rumen fungi and protozoa were not analyzed. While prokaryotic 
bacteria contribute to the breakdown of plant polymers in the rumen, archaea are 
producers of CH4. Eukaryotes also contribute substantially to fermentation processes 
in the rumen, producing propionate, acetate and butyrate. They are part of the 
complex ecosystem and metabolic network in the rumen. However, for the analysis of 
fungi and protozoa different primer sets from the ones used for bacteria and archaea 
are required, and amplicon mixing to simultaneously pyrosequence the whole 
community had been advisable (KITTELMANN et al. 2013). Due to the additional 
expenditure of time and resources for these processes it was decided to concentrate 
on bacteria and archaea. 
Ruminal microbes can be found dispersed in the rumen fluid, attached to feed particles 
or to rumen epithelium. They form a sub-community in each of these locations. The 





and did not take the other locations into account. TERRÉ et al. (2013) stated that 
regardless of the sampling technique (stomach tubing or rumen cannula), comparisons 
of bacterial communities are acceptable as long as the method applied is the same for 
all samples. In addition, the exact sampling site within the ruminal lumen might vary 
when using the stomach tubing, depending on animal size and insertion depth (SHEN 
et al. 2012). Ruminal fermentation parameters, such as metabolite concentrations, 
differ depending on the location within the rumen sac, as does pH. Due to potential 
contamination with saliva when using stomach tubes, the first 150ml of gathered fluid 
were discarded in this study as recommended by SHEN et al. (2012).  
 
4.1.4 Blood and milk metabolites 
Blood metabolite concentrations were used to designate cows to metabolic groups and 
also quantify some metabolic situations like the NEB. Especially the plasma NEFA 
concentration is a valid parameter for these assumptions, although the body condition 
score (BCS) at calving and parity influence the extent of the NEFA peak (PIRES et al. 
2013). The cows in the present study were all first parity, but groups differed in the 
loss of back fat after parturition. As expected this difference in fat mobilization was 
reflected in their plasma NEFA concentrations.  
Milk constitution and metabolites were useful for determining energy turnover and 
nutritive balance. Also, these parameters were necessary to relate the CH4 production 
to productivity. Data from both blood and milk metabolites aided further in the early 
identification of ill – and thus for the trial ineligible - cows.  
 
4.2 Assessment of results 
4.2.1 Variance of methane emissions 
To minimize confounding effects on methane emission, a great effort was put into 
choosing a group of animals with most similar biological preconditions including age, 
breed, performance parameters and reproductive status. The similarity between 





present differences in CH4 production between individuals. That provided the basis to 
investigate metabolic and microbiological causes for differences in CH4 yield. 
CH4 emission and CH4 yield are not constant for individuals but vary in repeated 
measurements. For dairy cows, changes in CH4 emission over time are related to 
changes in their productivity cycle during the transition from lactation to the dry-off 
period and vice versa.  
During the dry period CH4 production of dairy cows decreases relative to the preceding 
lactation period. Then, it exponentially increases after parturition until about week 
10 – 12 of lactation and slowly decreases afterwards until late lactation (GARNSWORTHY 
et al. 2012). In accordance with GARNSWORTHY et al. (2012) and BELL et al. (2014), 
animals investigated in the present study increased CH4 production from dry period to 
late lactation (Publication 1, Figure 4a). CH4 yield increased from early lactation to late 
lactation and was markedly higher in the dry period than during early lactation 
(Publication 2, Table 1; Publication 1, Figure 4b). BELL et al. (2014) described an 
increase in CH4 production in early lactation followed by relatively stable values in mid 
to late lactation. DMI of cows follows the same dynamic over the course of lactation. 
When CH4 production was corrected for DMI, CH4 yields were higher in late lactation 
than in early lactation (ROBERTSON & WAGHORN 2002). Similar to the results in this 
study, PINARES-PATIÑO et al. (2007) showed that lactating cows have much lower CH4 
yields than dry cows. However, total CH4 production is higher when the animals are 
lactating. The difference in CH4 production and CH4 yield between dry and lactating 
animals is usually explained with different diets. As outlined in section 2.4.2 the ration 
components greatly influence CH4 production. Since diets for dry cows are usually 
formulated with a lower concentrate and higher fiber content than rations for lactating 
cows, CH4 production per kg DM is higher in the former. Additionally, cows ingest lower 
amounts of DM during the dry period versus the lactating period, and the DMI of dry 
cows further decreases until parturition. Dry cow rations contain higher grass silage 
and lower corn silage proportions in comparison to lactation rations. This comes along 
with a lower starch content, lower digestibility and, therefore, a decreased palatability 
(BAUMONT 1996). In addition, hormonal changes in late gestation and the decrease of 
available abdominal space due to the growing conceptus impacts DMI negatively 
(INGVARTSEN & ANDERSEN 2000). After parturition rumen capacity increases and, 





However, PINARES-PATIÑO et al. (2007) showed that the differences in CH4 production 
and CH4 yield for dry and lactating cows also occurs without a diet change.  
Although the main differences in CH4 emission are attributable to DMI and ration 
composition, different levels of CH4 production were described for individual animals 
on the same diet in studies by BELL et al. (2014), GARNSWORTHY et al. (2012) and 
GRAINGER et al. (2007). The observed coefficients of variation (CV; unpublished data) 
for CH4 production between animals ranged from 9% in late lactation to 12% in early 
and peak lactation (Publication 2), and from 12% in peak lactation to 18% in early 
lactation and the dry period (Publication 1). For CH4 yield CV were similar and ranged 
from 7% in early lactation to 11% in peak lactation (Publication 2) and from 11% in 
peak lactation to 15% in the dry period (Publication 1). These data are comparable to 
CV values reported in earlier studies. BLAXTER & CLAPPERTON (1965) observed a CV for 
CH4 production between animals on the same diet of 7 – 8 % for sheep and cows 
(measured in respiration chambers). With the use of SF6 technique and the sampling 
of exhaled air during milking a CV of about 19% for ad libitum fed dairy cows was 
reported (GARNSWORTHY et al. 2012, GRAINGER et al. 2007).  
A variation of CH4 production can also be observed within animals using repeated 
measurements. GRAINGER et al. (2007) reported a CV of 4.3 – 6.1% for CH4 emission 
within individuals, depending on measurement technique. GARNSWORTHY et al. (2012) 
reported a CV of 11.5% within cows and attributed both the variability within a cow 
and between cows to body weight, milk yield, parity and week of lactation. The CV of 
CH4 production for the animals investigated in the present studies ranged between 
6 – 44%, the CV for CH4 yield ranged between 3.5 – 16.5%. However, these numbers 
include both the dry and lactation period and, thus, also a diet change. 
Ranking of cows according to their CH4 production or CH4 yield was performed in quest 
of high and low emitting animals. The repeatability of the ranking in repetitive 
measurements is only moderate to low, though, according to MÜNGER & KREUZER 
(2008), PICKERING et al. (2015), and PINARES-PATIÑO et al. (2007). It further decreases 
with increased time between measurements (DONOGHUE et al. 2016, PICKERING et al. 
2015). While some studies were able to demonstrate a consistent ranking of high or 
low CH4 emitting cows on the same diet in repetitive measurements (BELL et al. 2014, 
GARNSWORTHY et al. 2012, RISCHEWSKI et al. 2017), others did not observe any 





ranking of sires would not change according to diet, CARBERRY et al. (2014) and GOOPY 
& HEGARTY (2004) reported that the ranking of high and low emitting sheep was altered 
when animals were transitioned to a different ration. 
The reliability of ranking depends on the differences in CH4 production between animals 
(VLAMING et al. 2008), the number of animals investigated (GARNSWORTHY et al. 2012) 
and the used measuring technique (HAMMOND et al. 2014). Repeatability can further be 
improved using longer measuring periods as arise for example when using methane 
hood measurement techniques versus the GreenFeed system (TROY et al. 2016). 
Although the respiration chamber delivers CH4 data from a comparably very long 
period of 24 hours, the cows in the present study also lacked consistency in CH4 
production in repeated measurements. No single animal was at all time points either 
extremely high or extremely low in CH4 production or CH4 yield during its lactation 
cycle.  
 
4.2.2 Rumen short-chain fatty acids and methane 
As proposed in the mid 70s by DEMEYER & VAN NEVEL (1975) and outlined in section 
2.3.3, the production of different SCFAs is accompanied by different amounts of 
consumed and released [2H] and CO2, the substrates used by the majority of archaea 
to produce CH4. A variety of studies showed a positive relationship between the ruminal 
acetate concentration or the acetate to propionate ratio, respectively, and CH4 
emission from animals fed different diets (BENCHAAR et al. 2013, LETTAT et al. 2013, 
MOHAMMED et al. 2011, SUN et al. 2015, VENEMAN et al. 2015). For the animals of the 
present study, fermentation patterns were expected to be comparable. Nevertheless, 
ruminal SCFA concentrations changed throughout lactation and the ratio of 
(acetate + butyrate) : propionate was higher in late than in early lactation, despite the 
fact that the cows received a comparable ration composition (Publication 2).  
In late lactation, higher rumen propionate concentrations were observed in the low 
CH4 yield group than in the high CH4 yield group (Publication 2, Figure 3a). Acetate 
and butyrate concentrations were not different between high or low CH4 emitting cows, 
but the ratio of (acetate + butyrate) : propionate tended to be higher in the group of 
cows with high CH4 yield. According to these findings, acetate concentrations in rumen 





Moreover, ruminal acetate concentrations were higher in high vs. low mobilizing cows 
before parturition, and comparable after calving, arguing against the hypothesized 
negative feed-back mechanism. 
However, the concentration of SCFA does not parallel their production rates (DIJKSTRA 
1994). That means that drawing conclusions from SCFA concentrations on SCFA 
production rates and their underlying fermentative processes could be inaccurate. 
Furthermore, BRASK et al. (2015) showed that concentrations of SCFA and their 
proportion vary throughout the day in relation to feeding times and the resulting 
intensity of feed intake. Therefore, the measured SCFA concentration from a single 
rumen fluid sample, as taken in the present study, is only of limited use for drawing 
conclusions on the level of methane production. This is even more relevant since the 
cows had ad libitum access to feed and the time interval between latest feed ingestion 
and rumen fluid sampling could not be determined. This assumption is further 
supported by the meta-analysis performed by ALEMU et al. (2011), concluding that 
enteric CH4 production cannot be accurately predicted from SCFA concentrations. In 
order to quantify SCFA production rates a tracer study would be needed to relate the 
amount of SCFA and CH4 produced per day (see section 2.4.3). However, snap shot 
measured SCFA concentrations directly reflect the metabolic conditions of the 
microbiota analyzed in corresponding rumen fluid samples. 
 
4.2.3 Acetate in the cows’ metabolism and methane production  
The experiments described in Publication 1 were based on the hypothesis that 
increased body fat mobilization would result in decreased acetate utilization by the 
mammary gland; that in turn should act as a negative feedback for acetate production 
in the rumen, which would be accompanied by a decrease in CH4 production.  
Indeed, the results of this study showed an inverse relationship between fat 
mobilization and CH4 production. However, plasma acetate concentrations were lower 
in cows with high body fat mobilization in early lactation, although one would have 
expected elevated plasma acetate concentrations if less acetate was metabolized. 
Possible reasons for this finding include different ruminal absorption rates for acetate, 
alternative metabolic pathways for this SCFA in other organs and different ruminal 





partial passage rates for distinct gastro-intestinal compartments were not determined 
in this study. 
Hormones related to fat metabolism like leptin, ghrelin and cholecystokinin (CCK) were 
described to influence gastric motility, namely ghrelin increasing gastric motility with 
leptin and CCK having contradictory effects (MÜLLER & TSCHÖP 2013, YARANDI et al. 
2011). In high mobilizing cows lower concentrations of CCK and higher concentrations 
of ghrelin were measured (Publication 1, BORNER et al. 2013), supporting the 
hypothesis of increased rumen passage rates in high mobilizing cows. However, to 
enlighten the effects of body fat mobilization on acetate metabolism and CH4 
production a further experimental approach involving 13C-labled acetate 
administration needs to be performed.  
 
4.2.4 Fat mobilization in early lactation  
High yielding dairy cows are particularly affected by the metabolic challenges of the 
periparturient period. As outlined in section 2.2, shortly before until about 12 weeks 
after calving, cows experience a period of NEB, whose duration depends on the amount 
of energy corrected milk yield (ECM) produced, the energy density of the diet, on DMI 
and on maintenance requirements. To meet the increased energy requirements, 
animals mobilize stored energy reserves. These include glycogen stores in liver and 
muscle, which are quickly depleted and only short-term energy suppliers though. In 
contrast, body fat can serve as a long-term energy store. Mobilization of body fat leads 
to increased plasma concentrations of NEFA (GRUMMER 1993). Plasma NEFA 
concentrations were used to distinguish between high and low mobilizing cows 
(Publication 1) and this grouping was also reflected in the consumption of body fat and 
the resulting drop of BCS in early lactation. The mobilization of body fat is a highly 
dynamic process. In some cows NEFA concentrations were slowly rising and remained 
moderately elevated over a longer period of time (e.g. 2 weeks). Other animals showed 
a sharp and intensive rise is NEFA concentrations. Some individuals developed more 
than one NEFA peak in the first weeks of lactation. Therefore, not all cows had their 
highest NEFA peak in the first week after parturition.  
MOYES (2012) reported that NEFA can be included in an index to predict physiological 





period of dairy cows belong to the most common medical problems in modern milk 
production. This includes primary metabolic disorders, e.g. ketosis, fatty liver 
syndrome and hypocalcemia. Also, pathological conditions that are secondary to 
metabolic disorders have to be taken into account. These latter include for example 
displaced abomasum, increased incidence of mastitis and endometritis or lameness. 
The origins of these diseases indirectly linked to metabolic disorders can originate from 
a weakened immune system due to NEB or from toxin absorption and loss of 
hematologic homeostasis due to ruminal acidosis among other coherences. The cows 
used in the presented study showed high incidence of retentio secundinarium (10 
animals), two cows presented with displaced abomasum very shortly after the first 
calving (2 days), and all of them had dermatitis digitalis in varying extents throughout 
lactation. However, the frequency of the disorders was not different between the two 
groups. Many of the periparturient disorders are ultimately linked to the NEB 
(RUKKWAMSUK et al. 1999), of whose degree plasma NEFA concentrations are a good 
indicator. 
Simultaneously to the NEB, an inverse relationship between plasma NEFA 
concentrations and CH4 yield was observed (Publication 1), which was not evident later 
in lactation or during the dry period. This indicates that the host animals’ metabolic 
status might affect rumen fermentation and the involved microorganisms.  
 
4.2.5 NEFA in the context of metabolism 
Usually, high NEFA concentrations are associated with higher milk fat content, and 
therefore higher ECM (PALMQUIST 2006), both of which was not the case in the present 
study.  
The differences of milk fatty acid profiles in cows with high or low methane emission 
have been extensively described in literature (e.g. DIJKSTRA et al. 2016, VAN GASTELEN 
et al. 2015, VAN LINGEN et al. 2014, MOHAMMED et al. 2011, VANLIERDE et al. 2015). 
Based on these studies it can be assumed that high methane production is 
accompanied by higher acetate utilization for milk fatty acid synthesis in the mammary 
gland. As discussed in the first paper, a better availability of NEFA in high mobilizing 
cows should diminish the relative use of acetate for milk fat synthesis and therefore 





uptake of NEFA into the mammary gland occurs with high NEFA concentrations. Rising 
NEFA concentrations could, therefore, replace acetate as a source for milk fat 
synthesis. However, in contrast to this idea, high mobilizing and low CH4 yielding 
animals had lower plasma acetate concentrations compared to low mobilizing cows in 
the present study. Furthermore, no relationship between plasma and rumen fluid 
acetate concentration was detected. Therefore, the concentration of acetate in blood 
plasma may not be directly linked to the production of acetate by the ruminal 
microorganisms.  
 
4.2.6 Rumen microbes 
The rumen harbors a rich community of anaerobic microbes, whose spectrum of 
species and composition differs from that in the hindgut. The variety and population 
count of microbial species can be discriminated between different sections of the 
digestive system and among host species. 
Despite of existing differences in microbial abundance and community spectrum, the 
need to degrade fiber and conversion of complex carbohydrates to SCFA results in the 
colonization by several predominant microbial organisms including Bacteroides and 
Ruminococcus both in rumen and hindgut (ALLISON 2004). 
The bacterial community structure of the cows investigated herein was dominated by 
the genera Prevotella, Succiniclasticum, Treponema, Fibrobacter, Ruminococcus, 
Ruminobacter, and Butyrivibrio, many of which belong to the phyla Firmicutes and 
Bacteroidetes. Most of them were identified as the minimal “core microbiome” of 
Holstein (JEWELL et al. 2015, LIMA et al. 2015) and Jersey (HERNANDEZ-RAQUET et al. 
2016) dairy cows, Angus heifers (PETRI et al. 2013) or Aberdeen-Angus and Limousin 
beef cattle (WALLACE et al. 2015). The overall community structure and individual 
microbe abundances may differ between these breeds, though. 
The archaeal genera Methanobrevibacter, Methanomassiliicoccales and 
Methanosphaera dominated nearly all samples in the study by HENDERSON et al. (2015). 
In accordance with those results, the vast majority of archaeal organisms identified in 
the present study belong to the genus Methanobrevibacter (Publication 2, Fig. 1b), 
which is in line with previous reports (e.g. CARBERRY et al. 2014, DANIELSSON et al. 2012, 





Protozoa communities were not analyzed in the present study, however (HENDERSON et 
al. 2015) further reports that white protozoal communities were usually variable 
among animal species and geographical locations, Archaea were the most conserved 
group of organisms, which seems to be true for the presented results as well.  
 
4.2.6.1 Microbial community change over time 
From birth until adulthood the rumen interior changes dramatically from an almost 
sterile environment to an extremely diverse microbial ecosystem (JAMI et al. 2013, 
YÁÑEZ-RUIZ et al. 2015). Even after establishment of the adult rumen function, the 
bacterial diversity continues to increase when the animal passes through metabolic, 
environmental and dietary changes (JEWELL et al. 2015, PITTA et al. 2014). However, 
unless those major interventions like anti-methanogen vaccination, diet changes or 
feed additive supplementation occur, the mature rumen microbiome is believed to be 
relatively stable. Still, recent research shows that part of the microbial community 
appears to be dependent on the metabolic state or on the genetics of the host (PETRI 
et al. 2013, ROEHE et al. 2016). 
In the present study the bacterial and the archaeal community structure changed from 
early until late lactation despite the fact that cows received a very similar diet over the 
entire sampling period (Publication 2). Comparable results were obtained by 
MICHELLAND et al. (2011), who found the bacterial community structure changed in 
non-lactating Holsteins cows over a period of 56 days. Yet, against expectations, 
bacterial species richness and the Shannon diversity index decreased from mid to late 
lactation (Publication 2, Table S2). In the present study, the greatest contributors to 
the dissimilarity in the microbial community composition were bacteria that were not 
among the most prevalent genera, namely Acetobacter, Bifidobacterium, Lactobacillus, 
Arthrobacter and Clostridium_IV spp (Publication 2, Table 2).  
These findings suggest that under otherwise unaltered environmental conditions the 
abundance of single bacterial genera may be sensitive towards metabolic changes 






4.2.6.2 Community differences between individuals 
The individual cows of the present study had different abundances of bacterial and 
archaeal genera, as well as varying SCFA concentrations in the rumen fluid while being 
fed the same ration. This observation confirms an element of individuality in the 
microbial community structure and metabolism. A possible explanation for this 
individual community structure might be the ability of some bacteria to compensate 
for the metabolism of others. Some strains within a genus possess different metabolic 
activities than others, resulting in fluctuations in the occupation of different niches and 
varying product amounts. For example, the HD4 strain of Selenomonas ruminantium 
prefers to metabolize glucose but is also able to utilize lactate. The organism can either 
be a lactate producer or utilizer (RUSSELL & BALDWIN 1978). Furthermore, S. bovis 
usually produces acetate, formate and ethanol but is also able to change its 
metabolism to provide lactate if the host is fed a high concentrate diet (CASTILLO-
GONZÁLEZ et al. 2014). The metabolic versatility of microbes could therefore enable 
different sets of organisms to form a stable community, depending on the microbial 
environment. 
It is well established that diet has a crucial impact on the microbial community 
structure in the rumen (BELANCHE et al. 2012, CARBERRY et al. 2014, LIMA et al. 2015). 
For example, a diet with a high starch content increases the abundance of amylolytic 
bacteria (LETTAT et al. 2013). The adaption of the microbiome to the ingested feed is 
not permanent, however. The effect of diet on the microbial community can be short 
lived and is often inconsistent (YÁÑEZ-RUIZ et al. 2015). LETTAT et al. (2013) concluded 
that the “effect of diets on the growth of cellulolytic bacteria is variable and 
multifactorial”, and WEIMER et al. (1999) demonstrated that the cellulolytic bacterial 
populations in the rumen were rather dependent on the individual cow than on the diet 
type. The microbial community is even able to change back to its original composition 
after the rumen content of a cow was nearly completely exchanged with the content 
of a donor animal (WEIMER et al. 2010). Thus, there seems to exist a strong individual 
microbiota specificity. That individual specifity might be used as an indicator for 
selecting high and low CH4 emitting animals from a herd.  
Another explanation for microbial community differences between animals on the same 
diets are influences of the host. Molecules circulating in blood are known to influence 





unsaturated fatty acid triacylglycerols (TAGs) in rats (HODIN et al. 2012). Studies by 
CARBERRY et al. (2014), HERNANDEZ-RAQUET et al. (2016), and ROEHE et al. (2016) 
showed genetic influences on microbial community compositions regardless of diet. 
Furthermore, at least for humans and laboratory animals a direct effect of host 
hormonal status (like estrous cycle or pregnancy) on gut microbiota has been 
established (MULAK et al. 2014).  
 
4.2.6.3 Relationship between microbes and methane production levels 
This study focused on the abundance and diversity of archaea and bacteria present in 
rumen fluid of dairy cows and did not include ruminal eukaryotes. Archaea are the sole 
group of microorganisms able to produce CH4, but they depend on substrates provided 
by other microorganisms. While Methanobrevibacter reduce CO2 with H2 to produce 
CH4, Methanosphaera spp. are unable to use these substrates but rely on the reduction 
of alcohols (HOEDT et al. 2016, ST-PIERRE et al. 2015).  
As outlined in section 2.3.2 and section 5.6.2, bacterial species generate diverse 
metabolites and variable amounts of H2 and CO2 and, consequently, archaea produce 
different amounts of CH4. This may lead to a range of CH4 emission levels in a herd of 
cows on the same diet. 
KITTELMANN et al. (2014) investigated the microbiome in sheep with varying CH4 
productions and concluded that specific bacterial community types can be attributed 
to high or low CH4 emitting animals. Another study on sheep (SHI et al. 2014) identified 
comparable archaeal community structures in extremely high and low CH4 emitting 
rams, but the low CH4 yielding animals had elevated Methanosphaera spp. and lower 
relative abundances of Methanobrevibacter gottschalkii. The microbial communities of 
dairy cows with different CH4 yields on the same diet have not been compared before, 
although very recently a similar approach was published (DANIELSSON et al. 2017). The 
group by DANIELSSON et al. (2017) conducted a trial using a larger herd of 73 dairy 
cows from which they retrospectively selected 6 high, 8 medium and 7 low CH4 
emitters. They detected that both methanogenic and bacterial community structures 
correlate with CH4 production in mid and late lactation although CH4 yields were not 
different between groups. A similar correlation between archaeal abundances and CH4 





WALLACE et al. 2014, ZHOU et al. 2011), but, likely due to only small inter-individual 
differences, those findings could not be confirmed in the present study.  
Some studies also addressed the bacterial abundance and its relationship with CH4 
emission. A lower proportion of Proteobacteria and a higher abundance of 
Actinobacteria were found in high CH4 emitting cows (DANIELSSON et al. 2017, WALLACE 
et al. 2015). The rationale of these authors was that a higher abundance of H2 
producing bacteria should result in a higher CH4 production. However, metabolic 
capabilities of bacterial families are diverse, and not all species present in the rumen 
are metabolically fully characterized yet (SESHADRI et al. 2018). Furthermore, the 
contribution of eukaryotes and the presence of yet undetected bacterial species can 
lead to varying concentrations of CH4 precursors, making it difficult to draw 
implications from the abundance of selected bacterial genera to CH4 production. On 
the other hand, the comparatively few metabolic pathways leading to CH4 formation 
and the exclusive role of methanogens suspect a direct relationship between archaeal 
abundance and CH4 production.  
The present study followed a similar attempt as DANIELSSON et al. (2017) and WALLACE 
et al. (2015) and tried to identify differences in microbial communities between cows 
with either high or with low CH4 yields as described in the second paper. A difference 
in community structure was not found between the two extremes, although some 
bacterial genera actually differed in their relative abundance. For example, the 
propionate producer Succiniclastium (VAN GYLSWYK 1995) was higher abundant in cows 
with a lower CH4 yield. Further, increased levels of propionate were linked with lower 
CH4 yields. However, neither for high nor low CH4 yielding cows in late lactation a 
consistent correlation was detected between Succiniclasticum abundances and 
propionate concentrations in the rumen fluid (Publication 2).  
Therefore, the consideration of bacterial or archaeal abundances alone to assign 
individual cows to the high or low CH4 yielding group is therefore not possible. SIROHI 
et al. (2012) suggested that metatranscriptomic and metabolomic approaches as 
performed in previous studies (ROEHE et al. 2016, SHI et al. 2014, WALLACE et al. 2014, 
ZHAO et al. 2014) could improve the understanding of the metabolic activity as well as 
the interactions within the microbial community in the ruminal community. This could 






4.2.7 Further considerations  
The presented work focused on measuring methane emission from rumen and on 
postruminal fermentation processes of dairy cows by utilizing whole body respiration 
chambers. 
According to BRASK et al. (2015) about 4% of methane production in dairy cows takes 
place postruminally, which is lower than the 13% reported in sheep (MURRAY et al. 
1976). Besides species differences, this large discrepancy might be due to the high 
fermenting intensity in the rumen of dairy cows fed an energy-dense diet based on 
conserved roughages compared to cows on pasture.  
RICCI et al. (2014) described the three routes CH4 can be eliminated from the animal: 
First emission of CH4 from the hindgut via flatus (about 2% of the total CH4 emission); 
second, release of CH4 from the forestomach via eructation, and, third, absorption of 
CH4 from the rumen and lower gut into the blood stream followed by elimination via 
the lungs during expiration. The latter two are often summarized as exhaled CH4. 
HAMMOND et al. (2016) reviewed the proportions of CH4 on the different production 
sites and elimination routes; ruminant species and timespan between feeding and 
measurement seem to influence the proportions. Nevertheless, with a proportion of 
98% the major part of the produced CH4 is eliminated via exhalation. By using whole 
body CH4 measurements and breath sampling techniques at the same time (e.g. the 
SF6 method on an animal in a respiration chamber) the amount of CH4 produced in the 
rumen and exhaled can be estimated.  
Although intestinal CH4 production contributes just a small proportion of emission in 
ruminants - compared to monogastric animals - the intestinal digestibility can still be 
a relevant source for variation of CH4 production in dairy cows (BRASK et al. 2015). 
Thus, caution has to be taken when drawing conclusions between ruminal digestive 
processes with the involved microbial community structures and the measured 
methane yields.  
Passage rate or mean retention time of particles in the digestive system seems to be 
a main factor explaining the individual differences of methane emission in our cows. 
Slower partial passage rates through the reticulorumen and a longer fermentation time 
are perceived as the most probable explanation for the higher CH4 yield in cows with 





related to fat metabolism influence gut motility. Indeed lower concentrations of CCK 
were found in high mobilizing cows. GROVUM (1981) described a dose-related 
depressing effect of CCK on the motility of the reticulum. RELLING et al. (2011) could 
not confirm an increase of passage rate by intravenous CCK infusion though. Contrary 
to humans, CCK plasma levels in dairy cows are not elevated after feeding (FURUSE et 
al. 1991). Thus, an impact of time between the latest feed intake and blood sampling 
in this study can be neglected. However, ruminal motility is controlled by many factors 
including feed intake, diet composition, health status and a variety of hormones and 
metabolites, also ruminal CH4 formation influences motility of the reticulorumen 
(DITTMANN et al. 2016). The marker study using titanium dioxide (TiO2) showed no 
differences in whole-tract passage rates between the animals (Publication 1). However, 
it would have been desirable to determine partial passage rates for liquid and solid 
phases in different gastro-intestinal compartments. If future studies pursue this 
approach, multi-fistulated cows will be needed for accurate measurements of fractional 
passage rates, and repeated sampling periods throughout the lactation cycle. The 
investigation of fractional passage rates in combination with microbial community 
structures could also provide further clarification of the divergent SCFA concentrations 
between animals.  
Also, for a precise description of metabolic processes and interaction, metabolite 
concentrations in the digestive tract should not be evaluated isolated, but in correlation 
with microbial measures, ideally including metabolomic approaches. More research is 
needed to extend our understanding of the interaction between archaea, bacteria and 
eukaryotes. Detailed knowledge of microbes and their metabolism network will 
improve the comprehension of these factors influencing on ruminal fermentation and, 
therefore, CH4 production. 
 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
The repeated measurements and samplings of the same cows at different stages of 
lactation gave valuable insight in the variability of CH4 yields and CH4 production and 
their associations to the metabolic state of the host, also on rumen microbial diversity 





It was possible to link CH4 yields in early lactation to blood plasma NEFA concentrations 
as a measure of fat mobilization, and to show that ruminal acetate concentrations 
during this critical time of NEB were unrelated to CH4 production.  
The observed changes in the microbial community over the course of the first lactation 
indicated a variability of the mature microbiome that is unrelated to diet composition 
or environmental conditions. No correlation between the bacterial and archaeal 
community structure to CH4 yield was found. However, lower concentrations of 
propionate were found in the rumen fluid of high CH4 yielding cows compared to low 
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rumen by Archaea. The short-chain fatty acid (SCFA) acetate is also produced in the 
rumen by microbial fermentation and can be used by the host to synthesize milk fat in 
the mammary gland. The production of acetate is correlated with ruminal CH4 
production. Milk fat can also be synthesized from non-esterified fatty acids (NEFA) and 
triacylglycerol that originate from endogenous fat stores of dairy cows, especially 
during times of fat mobilization.  
Aims of the study: This study checked the hypothesis that a higher fat mobilization 
during early lactation decreases ruminal acetate production by replacing acetate for 
milk fat synthesis and, thus, decreases synthesis of CH4. Another aim of this study was 
to test the hypothesis that increases in CH4 yield (CH4/DMI) over the course of lactation 
are associated with changes in rumen microbial community profile, and that high and 
low CH4 emitting cows differ in their bacterial and archaeal community structure.  
Animals, Materials and Methods: A herd of 20 Holstein cows was studied during the 
course of their first lactation; feed intake and diet composition was monitored. Blood 
and rumen fluid were repeatedly sampled throughout the trial. Plasma NEFA 
concentrations were analyzed by photometrical analysis, and rumen SCFA 
concentrations by gas chromatography. Individual CH4 production was measured in 
respiration chambers at four times during the observation period. In a subgroup of 9 





extraction and bacterial and archaeal amplicons of the 16S-rRNA-gene were 
sequenced. The bacterial and archaeal community structures in the rumen fluid were 
described, and the rumen microbiome composition linked to CH4 yield. Statistical 
analysis was conducted using repeated measurement ANOVA and Tukey tests, as well 
as Pearsons’ correlation for selected parameters. Microbial data was further treated 
with multivariate analyses (PERMANOVA) and Bray-Curtis dissimilarities were 
determined. 
Results: Total CH4 production increased significantly over time from an average 
208 L/day during the dry period to 516 L/day in late lactation. The level of fat 
mobilization, expressed as blood plasma NEFA concentrations, and CH4 yield showed 
an inverse relationship in early lactation (p = 0.002). High mobilizing cows (NEFA > 
580 µmol/L) tended to show higher ruminal acetate concentrations than low mobilizing 
cows (NEFA < 580 µmol/L) only before parturition and not during lactation. Despite a 
diet composition that was kept as constant as possible throughout the lactation, the 
microbial community changed significantly over time as indicated by a decrease in 
species richness and species evenness. However, in late lactation when CH4 yield was 
highest, no difference in bacterial or archaeal community structure could be detected 
between the three highest CH4 yielding cows and the three lowest CH4 yielding cows. 
The ratio of (acetate + butyrate) / propionate in rumen fluid changed significantly with 
progressing lactation from 3.5 to 4.4, accompanied by an increase in CH4 production 
from 434.3 L/d to 540.5 L/d. However, no correlation between the concentration of 
ruminal SCFA and CH4 yield was found. 
Conclusions: The metabolic state of the animal, especially the degree of fat 
mobilization during times of negative energy balance, had an impact on CH4 yield. 
Also, the microbial community composition in the rumen and its metabolic network is 
adaptable and changes over time. However, in this study individual microorganisms 
could not be identified to serve as predictor for CH4 emission from dairy cows at the 
moment. Rather, shifts in the microbial communities as a whole appear to be 
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Einleitung: Die Produktion von Methan (CH4) bei Milchkühen wird durch eine Vielzahl 
von umwelt- und wirtsspezifischen Faktoren beeinflusst, wobei Trocken-
substanzaufnahme (DMI) und Rationszusammensetzung die größte Auswirkung 
haben. Der größte Teil des CH4 wird von Archaeen im Pansen produziert. Auch die 
kurzkettige Fettsäure (SCFA) Acetat wird im Pansen durch mikrobielle Fermentation 
gebildet und kann vom Wirtstier zur Milchfettsynthese im Euter verwendet werden. Die 
Acetatbildung im Pansen korreliert mit der CH4-Produktion. Allerdings kann Milchfett 
auch aus freien Fettsäuren (NEFA) und Triacylglycerolen endogenen Ursprungs 
synthetisiert werden, insbesondere aus mobilisiertem Körperfett.  
Ziele der Untersuchungen: In dieser Studie wurde die Hypothese überprüft, dass eine 
Verdrängung des zur Milchfettbildung genutzten Acetats durch eine höhere 
Körperfettmobilisation in der Frühlaktation die ruminale Acetatproduktion senkt und 
damit die Bildung von CH4 verringert. Ein weiteres Ziel war zu untersuchen, ob der 
Anstieg der CH4-Ausbeute (CH4/DMI) im Laktationsverlauf mit einer Veränderung des 
Mikrobioms assoziiert ist, und ob sich Kühe mit hoher oder niedriger CH4-Emission in 
ihrer Bakterien- und Archaeen-Zusammensetzung unterscheiden.  
Tiere, Material und Methoden: 20 Holstein Kühe wurden in ihrer ersten Laktation 
untersucht; ihre Futteraufnahme und Rationszusammensetzung wurde analysiert. Im 
Verlauf des Versuchs wurden mehrfach Blut- und Pansensaftproben gewonnen. Die 
Plasma-NEFA-Konzentrationen wurden photometrisch, die Pansen-SCFA-





Beobachtungszeitraums wurde an 4 Zeitpunkten die individuelle CH4-Produktion in 
Respirationskammern erfasst. In einer Untergruppe von 9 Kühen wurden 
Pansensaftproben von 3 Zeitpunkten während der Laktation einer DNA-Extraktion 
unterzogen und bakterielle und archaeale Amplifikate des 16S-rRNA-Gens wurden 
sequenziert. Die Bakterien- und Archaeenpopulation im Pansensaft wurde beschrieben 
und das Pansenmikrobiom der CH4-Ausbeute gegenübergestellt. Statistische 
Auswertungen wurden mit repeated measurements ANOVA und Tukey-Tests, sowie 
mit der Pearsons‘ Korrelation für ausgewählte Parameter durchgeführt. Mikrobielle 
Daten wurden mit multivariaten Analysen (PERMANOVA) weiterverarbeitet und Bray-
Curtis-Unähnlichkeiten ermittelt. 
Ergebnisse: Die gesamte CH4-Produktion stieg signifikant von durchschnittlich 
208 l/Tag in der Trockenperiode auf 516 l/Tag in der Spätlaktation an. Der Grad der 
Körperfettmobilisation, ausgedrückt als Plasma-NEFA-Konzentration, und die CH4-
Ausbeute waren in der Frühlaktation negativ korreliert (p = 0,002). Kühe mit hoher 
Fettmobilisation (NEFA > 580 µmol/l) neigten nur vor der Kalbung, aber nicht während 
der Laktation zu höheren Pansenacetat-Konzentrationen als Tiere mit niedriger 
Mobilisation (NEFA < 580 µmol/l). Trotz einer weitgehend gleichbleibenden 
Rationszusammensetzung während der Laktation änderte sich das Mikrobiom mit der 
Zeit signifikant, was sich in einer Abnahme des Artenreichtums und der Biodiversität 
zeigte. In der Spätlaktation, als die CH4-Ausbeute am höchsten war, gab es keinen 
Unterschied in der bakteriellen oder archaealen Populationsstruktur zwischen den drei 
Kühen mit der schwächsten und den dreien mit der stärksten CH4-Ausbeute. 
Parallel zum Anstieg der CH4-Produktion von 434,3 l/Tag auf 540,5 l/Tag veränderte 
sich das Verhältnis von (Acetat + Butyrat) / Propionat im Pansensaft mit dem 
Fortschreiten der Laktation von 3,5 auf 4,4. Dennoch war kein Zusammenhang 
zwischen der Konzentration der ruminalen SCFA und der CH4-Ausbeute festzustellen.  
Schlussfolgerungen: Der Stoffwechselzustand des Tieres, insbesondere der Grad der 
Körperfettmobilisierung bei negativer Energiebilanz, nahm Einfluss auf die CH4-
Ausbeute. Die Zusammensetzung des Mikrobioms im Pansen und dessen 
Stoffwechselnetzwerk veränderte sich mit der Zeit. Es war jedoch in dieser Studie nicht 
möglich, einzelne Mikroorganismen als Prädiktor für die CH4-Emission von Milchkühen 
zu identifizieren. Vielmehr scheinen Verschiebungen der mikrobiellen Gemeinschaften 
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